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Beautifully made Newtona Bresser Messier NT-114 system telescope at the very friendly AZ NANO assembly The
Messier NT-114 telescope is a combination of large mirror diameter and short focal length. Advanced observers will
appreciate the large power to collect light and the ability to observe weak objects at low magnifications. Thanks to this
telescope allows you to see even the farthest objects in our Solar System. Small dimensions make the telescope
perfect for travel. The equipment has many useful accessories and the preparation for observation is very simple and
takes a few moments. The telescope is supplied with a light but very resistant azimuthal assembly BRESSER NANO
AZ mounted on a tripod with adjustable legs steel heights. Such a set is a perfect platform for the average size of
refractors such as AR-90s, AR-102s, AR-102xs and ED-80 APO. Also small, short-focus newtons can be successfully
placed on BRESSER NANO AZ. If your telescope does not weigh more than 3.6 kg, it has a dovetail mount in the Vixen
standard and it can successfully cooperate with the BRESSER NANO AZ assembly. Steel with adjustable height of the
tripod leg, large contact surface of the tripod feet, tripod legs with a table for accessories ensure greater stability of the
tripod and reduce the vibrations to a minimum. The extensive equipment in the form of fotoadaptera for mounting the
smartphone allows you to take color photos of the sky objects. The supplied adapter with photo thread allows you to
attach directly to the DSLR camera body or CCD camera eyepiece. Technical parameters â€¢ optical design: Newton's
reflector â€¢ Lens diameter: 114 mm â€¢ focal length: 500 mm â€¢ luminous: f / 4.4 â€¢ switching capacity: 1.22 " â€¢ maxim
range: 12.6 mag â€¢ maximal usable magnification: 230x â€¢ enlargement in the set: 19x â€¢ weight: 6 kg Equipment /
elements of the set â€¢ optical tube NT-114/500 with a 1.25 " â€¢ AZ NANO azimuth assembly â€¢ steel stand â€¢ shelf for
accessories â€¢ LED collimator finder â€¢ fotoadapter for smartphones â€¢ T2 adapter for connecting SLR cameras and
Astronomical cameras â€¢ SPL eyepiece 26 mm 1,25 "(magnification approx. 19x) â€¢ eyepiece: 1.25 " Warranty 24
months of shop warranty, 240 months manufacturer's warranty
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